Nuclear and cytoplasmic mRNA quantification by SYBR green based real-time RT-PCR.
Measurement of the steady-state abundance of nuclear and cytoplasmic RNA requires efficient subcellular fractionation and RNA recovery coupled with accurate quantification of individual RNA species. Detergent lysis of tissue culture cells provides a simple fractionation procedure that can be optimized to individual cell lines. The large dynamic range, extreme sensitivity, high sequence-specificity, and fast turn-around time has allowed real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (real-time RT-PCR) to become a standard tool for mRNA quantification. Among the different chemistries used for PCR product detection during amplification, DNA binding dyes such as SYBR Green I are simple, versatile, and yet highly reliable and least expensive. With attention to primer design and cycling conditions, virtually any mRNA species can be accurately quantified from even minute quantities of starting RNA. This method provides an accurate and efficient procedure for estimating the relative ratios of nuclear and cytoplasmic RNA concentrations.